#SAL "Secur-A-Latch" © Privacy Keeper
Lifetime non-corrosive spring ensures permanent return
Lifetime magnet ensures ensures permanent holding
Highest level of assurance for safety and eliminates lockouts

PATENT #6,244,636 and Pending

the original
innovator

Are hotel guest complaints and door damage
caused by doors hitting a privacy guard a problem?
ACTIVE
LINK

View animated demonstration online at http://dhsi-seal.com/securelatch.htm
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"Touch to engage"©
Magnet holds "SAL" in locked position.
Prevents door from opening.

Spring holds "SAL" in unlocked position
Push to engage and secure.

AUTO-RELEASE

Eliminate the swing bar door guard
- the biggest "problem product" in the industry:
The Conventional
Swing Bar door guard
is not compliant
per NFPA 80.

Hardware Solutions - Pages 13-16

This applies to new and
existing openings.
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"Touch to release"© to disengage magnet.
Also disengages quietly upon door closing.
Spring resets "SAL".

Use the #SAL instead!

"Secur-A-Latch" eliminates door damage, edge guards,
noise complaints, adjustments and is CODE COMPLIANT.

Makes a door code compliant - for fire code and ADA
Does not lock the door and can be overridden by hotel staff or
emergency services without use of force when access is required

Can't prop door open - NFPA 80 code compliance

Quietly Disengages- If guests try to prop door open

Rare earth magnet eliminates re-locking from vibration

No damage to door face or edge, or adjacent closet doors

Self-Adhesive Decals available to cover existing holes

Emergency Bypass satisfies Life Safety

Use in preschool, daycare, etc for unwanted exit.

Available in various Architectural Finishes:

Code compliant hold-open option for unoccupied rooms

Touch to Engage - Touch to Release for ADA

US3, US4, US10, US10B, US14, US15, US17A, US26, US26D
Part no:

#SAL x Finish
14

DHSI

Specify with DHSI Patented "Cush 'N' Seal" Frame Seals, Door Bottoms, Transitions, DVC and CNB!
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